is self-preservation and curiosity
is suffering on the medium
is lounge and family
is sending the apostles
is tutti veneziani
is splash
is walking the tight rope
is eternal heart and fleeting love
is silk worms in action
is atelier of the future
is capital there
is capital here
is hybrid behavior
is protest against machos of all kinds
is a refuge for concentration
is poetry of the built
is the opposite of the Starmuseum
is transparency of power
is a homage to the 'Sisters in the Sky'
is suspending and inverting
is bridging from child to man
is doubling of nomad poetry
is cyborg
is global arrogance and national revival
is sublimation of punishment
is baby talc
is profusion of time
is the hybris of multinationals
is a glass concert
is O sole mio
is rivalry between tradition and freedom
is a wig necessary for living
is rich ornament
is worth imitating
is the genesis of mountains from garbage
is the flying-carpet floating
is fluctuating and bursting
is hardship and deliverance of peasant of clay areas
is Majestic Splendor
is inside and outside
is the gateway to the Orient
is raising the question of national pavilions
is wishful thinking now
is a gigantic narration
is love for spaces
is other breath
is freedom from the obligation of prefacing
is welcome to countries with or without a pavilion
is welcome to the A Latere shows

and wishes everybody a marvelous *passeggiata* through its Self.